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The Witkiewicz Reader

1992

forgotten during the stalin years stanislaw witkiewicz 1885 1939 was rediscovered in his native poland only after the liberalization
of 1956 when his works came to play a major role in freeing the arts from socialist realism this collection the first anthology in
english presents witkiewicz in the full range of his creative and intellectual activities the witkiewicz reader includes excerpts from three
novels four complete plays letters to malinowski and selections from aesthetic social and philosophical essays detailing witkiewicz s
theory of pure form his metaphysical system and his apocalyptic view of the fate of civilization

Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz in the Museum of Central Pomerania in S�upsk

2001

seven of witkiewicz s most important and representative plays previous long since out of print

Collection of works by Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz at the Tatra Museum in Zakopane

2017

country house a comedy with corpses is a wicked subversion of all those realistic psychological dramas of jealousy adultery murder
and suicide that ask to be taken seriously witkacy s send up assumes the form of a ghost story full of surprises in the course of which
an entire family of four is gleefully dispatched to the other world when it was first performed in 1923 in torun country house was
judged unsuitable for the general public because it derided moral social and dramatic convention three years later as directed by the
playwright himself in lw�w the drama proved an unexpected success with audiences although it only ran for four nights and ever since
has been among witkacy s most frequently performed works today we can appreciate country house not only as a systematic
demolition of stage realism but also as an anxious probing of the elusive boundaries between life and death exposing the dark places of
the human psyche that make us laugh nervously

Witkacy, metaphysische Portraits

1997

biografi om den polske maler og forfatter stanislaw ignacy witkiewics 1885 1939

Seven Plays

2004

met biografie en beknopte bibliografie

Country House

2005-06-27

stanislaw ignacy witkiewicz witkacy 1885 1939 was a dramatist poet novelist painter photographer art theorist and philosopher he
was one of the most colourful personalities to come out of twentieth century poland perhaps the most incredible facts about this
remarkable man s life include the knowledge that he not only experienced the russian revolution first hand but that his amazingly
prescient work was in effect rediscovered and found profound resonance in post war communist poland in this context he was championed
across poland as part of a strong and spirited reaction against socialist realism in theatre in particular during his lifetime witkacy
was to work at a furious rate completing more than thirty plays several novels numerous philosophical works and some two
thousand portraits and a huge number of photographs he also left us an extraodrdinarily large amount of strange grotesque
humorous poems and sketches furthermore witkacy exerted a profound influence on tadeusz kantor of cricot 2 who was arguably the
most widely known exponent of the contemporary polish theatre tradition at a certain point during the 1970 s witkacy s dramas were
the most performed on university campuses throughout the united states perhaps his crowning posthumous attainment took place when
unesco declared 1985 to be the international year of witkacy this collection should prove of value to a number of groups of
individuals those who know absolutely nothing about witkacy might find this work a very good introduction to him and his work this
publication could certainly prove invaluable for those connected with the theatre be it as an actor director producer or scenographer
or indeed a lighting or sound technician all i think will derive a closer sense of what witkacy was trying to achieve certainly there
could be much to both discover and discuss for professionals and students too this collection is so diverse interlinked and yet unified it
could well be of profound interest to social scientist and indeed historian alike what is being presented here is largely derived from two
conferences which took place at the university of westminster in 2009 and washington d c in 2010 respectively it is believed the essays
presented here will enable readers to experience a deeper insights than hithertofore all of this is really courtesy of the exertions of some
of the finest witkacologists in the world we are therefore proud to have such a wonderful mixture of perspectives from scholars who
have written extensively on witkacy to those who are at the beginning of their scholarly careers as well as those for whom he has been
a leisurely pastime this publication is divided into some seven sections firstly we are presented with an account of the history of the
witkacy movement secondly a number of essays concern themselves with witkacy in the realm of the political the third section concerns
itself with witkacy and polish modernism then we are presented with explorations of witkacy s key concept of the idea of pure form
following this we are offered a series of essays concerned with philosophy history and politics the sixth section revolves around
questions of identity in witkacy s work in the seventh and final section we are presented with two essays which offer us a brief
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comparative consideration of his work most significantly the publication features an annex bearing the title witkacy s portraits and
the s upsk collection whilst there are black and white images within the body of the text there are also some thirty eight colour images
providing an excellent representation of witkacy s work including some including colour versions of the some twenty eight portraits it
is considered remarkably important for this publication to have had the slupsk museum permit us include this selection of visual images
from the witkacy collection in this volume

Witkiewicz Collected Plays Volume 1

2018-12-15

this book focuses on stanislaw ignacy witkiewicz philosopher and controversial artist it expresses the opinions of philosophers
museologists and artists for whom stanislaw ignacy witkacy s 130th birthday anniversary became an opportunity to view his works
from the perspective of postmodernity the authors concentrate on stanislaw ignacy witkiewicz as eminent and prophetic philosopher
concerned about western culture with its waning metaphysical feelings master of gesture and poses anticipating the postmodern
theatricalization of life

STANISLAW IGNACY WITKIEWICZ.

1990

stanislaw ignacy witkiewicz witkacy 1885 1939 was a dramatist poet novelist painter photographer art theorist and philosopher he
was one of the most colourful personalities to come out of twentieth century poland perhaps the most incredible facts about this
remarkable man s life include the knowledge that he not only experienced the russian revolution first hand but that his amazingly
prescient work was in effect rediscovered and found profound resonance in post war communist poland in this context he was championed
across poland as part of a strong and spirited reaction against socialist realism in theatre in particular during his lifetime witkacy
was to work at a furious rate completing more than thirty plays several novels numerous philosophical works and some two
thousand portraits and a huge number of photographs he also left us an extraodrdinarily large amount of strange grotesque
humorous poems and sketches furthermore witkacy exerted a profound influence on tadeusz kantor of cricot 2 who was arguably the
most widely known exponent of the contemporary polish theatre tradition at a certain point during the 1970 s witkacy s dramas were
the most performed on university campuses throughout the united states perhaps his crowning posthumous attainment took place when
unesco declared 1985 to be the international year of witkacy this collection should prove of value to a number of groups of
individuals those who know absolutely nothing about witkacy might find this work a very good introduction to him and his work this
publication could certainly prove invaluable for those connected with the theatre be it as an actor director producer or scenographer
or indeed a lighting or sound technician all i think will derive a closer sense of what witkacy was trying to achieve certainly there
could be much to both discover and discuss for professionals and students too this collection is so diverse interlinked and yet unified it
could well be of profound interest to social scientist and indeed historian alike what is being presented here is largely derived from two
conferences which took place at the university of westminster in 2009 and washington d c in 2010 respectively it is believed the essays
presented here will enable readers to experience a deeper insights than hithertofore all of this is really courtesy of the exertions of some
of the finest witkacologists in the world we are therefore proud to have such a wonderful mixture of perspectives from scholars who
have written extensively on witkacy to those who are at the beginning of their scholarly careers as well as those for whom he has been
a leisurely pastime this publication is divided into some seven sections firstly we are presented with an account of the history of the
witkacy movement secondly a number of essays concern themselves with witkacy in the realm of the political the third section concerns
itself with witkacy and polish modernism then we are presented with explorations of witkacy s key concept of the idea of pure form
following this we are offered a series of essays concerned with philosophy history and politics the sixth section revolves around
questions of identity in witkacy s work in the seventh and final section we are presented with two essays which offer us a brief
comparative consideration of his work most significantly the publication features an annex bearing the title witkacy s portraits and
the s upsk collection whilst there are black and white images within the body of the text there are also some thirty eight colour images
providing an excellent representation of witkacy s work including some including colour versions of the some twenty eight portraits it
is considered remarkably important for this publication to have had the slupsk museum permit us include this selection of visual images
from the witkacy collection in this volume

Witkiewicz Collected Plays Volume 4

2018-12-15

etude des sp�cificit�s de l oeuvre litt�raire du polonais s i witkiewicz et notamment de son r�le dans l acc�s au modernisme de la
litt�rature polonaise

Witkiewicz Collected Plays Volume 2

2018-12-15

the polish playwright and artist stanislaw ignacy witkiewicz known as witkacy is now recognized as poland s leading theatrical
innovator of the interwar years and one of the outstanding creative personalities of the european avant garde this volume contains
two of witkacy s tropical plays inspired by the playwright s trip to ceylon and australia in 1914 with his close friend the
anthropologist bronislaw malinowski mr price or tropical madness is a drama of heightened passion and greed among british colonists in
rangoon who seem to have stepped out of joseph conrad s ta
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Witkacy

1991

witkiewicz s 1927 masterpiece made famous in polish dissident and nobel laureate czes�aw mi�osz s the captive mind is one of the most
unforgettable depictions of the tensions and trade offs between ideological loyalty and individual conscience in world literature
futuristic experimental and remarkably prophetic insatiability traces the choices of a young pole as his divided nation both opposes and
welcomes a communitarian invasion from the east offering a narcotic that both removes anxieties and induces obedience an anti utopian
classic it foretold the irresoluble and sometimes deadly choices that faced eastern european thinkers writers and politicians during the
years of soviet domination

Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz

2018-12-15

correspondences of stanis�aw ignacy witkiewicz also known as witkacy with his wife jadwiga the book contains 238 letters notes
postcards and telegrams written from march 21 1923 to december 31 1927 during the time he stayed in warsaw where his wife lived
they present the testimony of the complicated love between these two people as well as how their marriage survived during hard times
the book also describes the life and creations of witkacy an avant garde polish artist

Witkiewicz Collected Plays Volume 3

1996

le dernier roman de witkiewicz o� l on retrouve les grands th�mes catastrophistes qui sont au centre de son oeuvre et qui contiennent
une interrogation angoiss�e sur l avenir de l humanit�

Witkacy

1990

Witkacy

1989

Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz

1996

Witkacy

1987

Witkacy, the Painter

2014

Witkacy

2017

Witkacy. Logos and the Elements

1981

Lettres � son fils Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz

2011
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Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz

2006

Dziwno�� istnienia

2014-07-30

Witkacy

2000

Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz

1996

Witkacy

1987

Witkacy - Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz 1885-1939

2003

Istnienie poszczeg�lne--Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz

2001

Witkacy

2004

Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz

1990

Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz, 1885-1939

2006

Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz et le modernisme europ�en

2002

Mr. Price, Or, Tropical Madness

1996-06-17

Insatiability

2005
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Listy do �ony (1923-1927)

1990

Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz

1985

Stanis�aw Ignacy Witkiewicz

1980

Hommage � Stanislaw-Ignacy Witkiewicz

1980

Beelzebub Sonata

2001
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